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FICATtON-FOR,A BLACK CAR40.11,URVELOPM110

r /
_It-i5 my geno 4 Turpose here to-discuss BlackcareerdeVelopment

from a broad perspectiv4.- 'Of parXicula,r.iRterett to this artYcIe,
g, / 'I I

howevei, will be A.delfneation(of the black' experience in career

' development terms,,; ifrOtort, .the way in which being black affects
4

career development..ThWissue will,be approached both from the
''*

. ontologic,1 perspective of blackness and by examination of 'the

,

social environment in which ilaCks 'must pursue their'''careers.,:'
0

opportunity structure, 4

Identity and, Separation .

. ,
, .

TS'begin with, an ontological ;perspective of, black experience,,
,::,!--,' e

And in order to arrive At-an understanding0 Wick Caieef'developMent
.

. ,
..,

' . ,..

it is important to examine-the meaning 'of bla4pss as a designation

rl ,-

for racial minority group. TO be a membiNf:a.tatial ViinoritY is
, .,) ,. ,-,1.-:, .

to.posseisashared, set of physical characteris;titakoMMowhistorY;/'
.,,,

- ::_s-; ;4: -;,' , :- '
,',

..
but more importantly, to possess a "sense of peOplehoed," in"Billingsl,

5;* - c

(1968) :terms. This sense ofpeoplehood represents in",part an affirma-.

tive,statement of identity; a similarity with a limited set-of other

persons. It implies commonalitieS growing out of that set of beliefs:

To,be Black, therefore, isto*possess a specific 'identity, that

identity being a self-affirmation.

While the human- condition of blackness incorporates r4 separate

identity parity derived from a sense of peoplehood, this blackness
41
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eXiStS within a rger context./ 41,plhab,(1977) saysend minOtity.siatus'

that MinoritY:Status causes.d reach entity, Whore self-definition
,

occurs in the facelbf an imposed defirltion by.a different "other"-in

.Fanon's sense (1967) i.e.', the larger w\hite society. Reactive identity
,

emerges as a consequence,of being separted and of having an African

,9ultufe. modified by a Euro-American exprience. In America, the process

by Which Blacks have been kept apart frokm the mainstream has historically

been th)operational definition.of racis Thus, in understandift the

black experience in this discussion it becomes necessary to see b cks

as having a unique identity, which to4rater or lesser degrees

zelt-affirmed, and as having a separatene s. which is to'sreater or

'lesser degreepternally imposed.

. .
4W,

'1)irifer"tlal--,..------....---....22.1litieS '

I
R

Nr -1- 1 A
The nature of,the black experience, to the exten&qft-it,is

,,

--,

influenced by it's interaction with a majority lite cultuie, can in
.

,..',

many ways be understood by what has happened to blacks.in'the market-..,.
,

,4.-..

:0 si

Alace,- particularly the opportunity for employment-:1 Blacks have

'lower median income, higher tineMpl ent andemiSloymlhtin less
..% - ,9

Jo,

Prestigious . occupational groups,t a ihrtes (USDOL, 1975).', Blacks
, .

4re,liven different opportunities 'from Whites: While some progress can

be cited particularly among recent college graduOts (Wattenberg and

Scammen, 1973) the essential. characteristics 1:ifthe occupational

.structure in the American workplace have ,remained emarkahly stable over
, -

,,

.time (Minnell, 1978). P. , J, , f-

. /

.

In examining the role of'black career behavior, V4o.,sociolOgists

a

.

iener,!atiAap a rt, have e examined the oppO.i,rXUnit structure asvf rt,ra i i'd

1 : a
e

s

t"
An cbrigus dita-00.Wme to very similar Conclusions-.. Johnson (19,3S)

A . ,



looked at the relative concentration 0* blacks in fewer occupations when

compared.to whites and concluded that'whites too, historidall'moved....

from lesser to- greater occupational distribution and that, 'therefore,
4

.blacks simply lagged behind whites. In an unacknowledged replication

study-Hiestand (1964) reached the same conclusion. These conclusions

could simply imply that blacks have retarded career development, if one
. .

mates the 'tenuous assumption' that career development represents free

choices fn,/,,the ways individuals- relate themselves to the marketplace.

Howeyer, historical evidence would seem to give a different per-

spective.j, The catering business, now a largely white enterprise,, was

in colonial and post- colonialmeri9sa ablack enterprise. Hairdressing

also was ablack enterprise. hi, the South much of the iron work and

creative manual arts now generailycalled.skilled labor were jobs that

blacks did (Young, 1972, Birmingham, 1977). The rise of,immigratiOn in

the North ands the labor movement al;o in ,the North began an Anrelenting-
,

,.
,t 02

, t x

prescription of many occupations ,Nhitle.only.joblpil4 mild Ross,:

1965). What we see, then, is a forcing of blacks fr many occu ations'

1
in which they were becoMing established into fewer and other jobs,,that

A .1

whites had no interest in. ,These were generally the less competitive,

less well-paid and less prestigious occupations. While this historical

evidence is somewhat distant, a mere immediate argupent can be.found'ink.
---ii

e fact that Smith (1977) in- hi4 review of the literature found no dif-
/

A, .

. 1,
rences between the occupational'aspirations of Slacks and those of

white,ohildren: 'Furthermore in xamining worker satisfaction .by race,

she did not find blacks more issatisfied than whites.

The evidence for a se rate set of black career behaviors seems

40.
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contradictory, On the one _hand,, ther is evidence of deficit, and"

on the other no evidence-of differenc:. between blacks and whit:es.

- However, it can be s*bwn that black career development has never been
4, 4

direttly or longitudinally studied from a black perspective. Thus all

of our current thoughts are based on references gleaned from data not

,

specifically collected to study the black career development process.
-

.

/'
.

Moreover, the assumption of free-agency that most career
i

development -

. ,

theories make clearly is not tenable when considering the blatk ex-

perience.

What we are ,left with is a. sound basis for' concluding that the

opportunity structure is neither uniform across the populationor un-

differentiated as presented to individuals. The research of Blau and

otherS 1 confirms this. I would suggest that the opportunity

structure an be seen as having three parts: the ideal, perceiVed and

real. The ideal opportunity structure is the American principle of full.

opportunity. It is the opportunity'structure'referred to by children

and adolescents eir fantasies or fantasy stage (Ginzberg, et. al.,

1951, Super, 1957). Next, and later emerging, is the perceived opportunity
0

structure, the .subjective perceptions of older adolesent,,and yoJng adult's

growing out of observatipns' of parents, adults.and peers.,Ist emerges'

during the exploratory stage. Finally, there is a real opportunity
Iwz.

.

structure which for most people, emerges as less,thdh the ideal but.greater 7
, .

. t 1

than the perceived opportunifi, structure. It is assumed that most people

perceive that thr 'dy,can do fewer things, ccupationally than they dbjectiveiy\i
, .

. ,-, ,,,, ,

\

are able to do given theproper resources and.ecOpatxonal information.

I suggeSt that this differential' dpportunity structure applips'to all

.

1%
,,4 0

. -
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peoliPe. ,The .process of choice implic. renouncin'g sonic ideal opportu-
(

nity to arrive at a perceived, nearer real opportunity Neverthdleis,'

for blacks whose careers have to a great extent been delimited by the

JO
racism that exists in the marketplace, the notion of a difirrentiaI

opportunity structure has greater meaning,

,aSchpdrenk believe they can be President.-

adolescence perceived opportunity changes drasticat

black. They become aware of the occupations of indiv the

Blacks as do all Americans,

lowwver, .during black N. ,

I

shed

immediate community': Blacks .o .all circumstances
)

',01scussios:'Of:racism and it effects.effects. ToA.nner ty blacks, the world

'o o .f'

f work is,,t some g io which' there is guaranteed:en If allowed

entry,- rewards are' assured. Even at more privele ed .1 velsv th,re
,,z y A .i

is no gumnt444 f.the self - respect comes'ft conditions allowing

.

a worker, tb, be the same whole person across. timeskandiiktuations. In

.-,

ear the: adult

.

11 .shart, for1B10c4s the real and ;perceived Opportuyy structures are

_

qu'''' -tatvelx and quantitativ460ifferent from those available to white's.
-r.

A 4 Al'-iConsequenceVJOi. Career Development
4. ,.

I
. .

; i Haviniespbiligh'ed that the black' experience In Amerfta as. that of

a,groupJof peopret tih a self-affirming identity and an imposed separation

?
whb ar e entering the workplace thr6ugh a delimited opportunity structure,

'I'am now prbpared_to dO.scuSs what should be the Concerns of a_minority
r,

3
career developMent.as a specific.f6cus within a larger discipline. What

" .

.will be dealt with here are-some of the areas of basic concern that are

suggested by mino4ty status,and differential opportunity.

'WhAt Career Development; for BlackAr

Given h fact that career developllent is seen as the systematic

alb



-,appraisal of the self in career terms Ind of the environment in

.occupational opportunity terms (Super. et. al.; 1973) it

. becomes necessary to make spe fi?C applications i.b the Minority context.

In self-appraisal,along with.the,usual areas of interests; values, and

abilities there needs to.be added the concept of ethnicity. The.degree-
4

to which ethflicity plays a role in tlfe occupation that we chooe'and the

manner in which We pursue that choice has - cogent and potent meaning

' for' black youth and young adults. Will the person aspire to be a black

manager or a manager who,happens.to.be black defines not only what

area of manageAnt will be pursued but how it will be pursued (Fernandez,

1977).' Prior'resear'chvhasfshown that Among recent col 1pge graduates

there are very diffeiint styles of pursuing.a.careerboth 'among and

within races (Griffith, 19/4).

It beco es necessary, as objectively as possible, to examine how

basically impor ntoblackness is to
Arthe Choosing person. To one individ-

ual blackness may,be so all embracing a-part ofidentity that everything,

including career pursuits, must be dedicated to enhancement, of the

quality of all black life in America. To another person ethnicity may

take only a minoe'place. To such a person individual competitiohjs the
-

preferred'life-style and carper choice simply allows opPortunityfor max-

imum personal reward. If black career development is to proceed toward

greater personal freedom of choice, .diversity, must not just be tolerated

but encoyraged.

In examining the social environment focus.of career development,

the differential opportunity structure, it becomes important to first

of all understand, that there is a choice to close the gap'between per-

ceived and real opportunity. Black workers in most fields now have the

option of working in a predominantly blatk setting or a predominantly

.



white one. There are-not many but sore black banks, black insurance

companies, black newspapers and black politician's offices. There

are more minority public school settings, social service agencies, hospitals .

and Olgigious institutions. A-choice of occupational settings dVsts

and students about to enter the workplace could be encouraged to explore.

those choices. .

The gap between the perceived and real opportunity structures of

any given occupations is wide in.the inner cities and rural communities.

Many technological firms have claimed inability to find black engineers .

0

for years. While there have been some program responses to the need,

much more occupational information needs to be addressed to students at

the junior high school level where math preparation really begins. This

task properly done, will prevent the need for massive remediation

While engineering was the example here, the'principle can be applied to

all areas of science and techhology where youngsters exhibiting potential

can be given the supplemental help that will enable them ,to make a later

entry or ;aining choice from a position of readiness.

It has beepi well established that the single best paying occupational

group is business management and proprietorships (KAtzenstein, 1972, USDOL,

1975). While preparation for these careers is not well understood and

seems to' vary greatly, if there is adivalidity to thee notion of

achievement motivation or the enter icing type (Holland, 1973) there

.probably are personality regularities that appear by high school. If

that is the case, wc need to encourage our young black-businesspeople.

The single greatest employers of black teemagers-k have found are not

corporations or institutions but black neighborhood businesses. Their



rol8 must he strengthened eor t1 o.val,c1110 exposure :they give our enter-

,prising youth. Williams (1972) stated some time.ago that the building

of a black econoihic superstrkture was necess'ary to black dareer Bevel-
,\
.

opment. .1'would argue that black firms with a moral commitment end small

white firms that ark exempt from. affirmative action requirementsfbut

accessible to black communities, be engaged as meaningful career ex-
,

ploration sites for black youth: Such,exploration means systematic job

tryouts rattier than a walk-through field trip. This"may mean paid or

unpaid employment in meaningful work rather than cheap labor. It.also

means acceptance of personal responsibility by all of society for the

persistent increase in black youth unemployment since 1960 (Minnell,

1978). -

The interventions I have suggested in self-definition and broadening

the perceived opportunity structure, are both practilical and inexpensive.

I make no claim for their sufficiency, just their necessity. However,

-4an additional word to counselors seems appropriate. A concern of some

well meaning white counselors has been expressed occasionally. That con-

cern is whether-it is wise to encourage black youth to choose occupations
c

for which little historical opportunity for blacks exists. My response

is the following-:
4

A

A. The history of blacks in America has en to prepare for
entry into many fields"long before ere was opportunity.
Those who have prepared have often found reasonable-alter-
natives when the opportunities did not seem to immediately
exist.

B. Intelligence about the real, opportunit' structure is 'limited
as to ranges of occupations and options as well as to long-
range trends. That this is true for whites, makes it even
more true for blacks.

C. Counselors sh uld never choose for clients. They should share

10



,the limited information they hive, encourage cOunselves to };et
more information and facilit;it.e decision' making.

D. That thecusual predictors of occupatiohal success, ability and
interest must give way. to effort and luck (the unpredictable)
to explain white success. This is' even more true of black
success.

I conclude by affirming that interventions designed to facilitate

acceptance and integration of ethnicity as some part of 'identity and

a systematic closing of the gap between the perceived and real oppor-
.

tunity structures are both achievable and desirable.

a
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